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AHE Code of 
Conduct 
Our Code of Conduct continues to be a living 
breathing document that is followed daily. It is 
important that expectations for how we act and 
treat each other are clear and that we practice our 
beliefs through our actions. Daily reminders and 
weekly focus areas help students to have a shared 
understanding of how our community supports 
one another and promotes connectedness. 

SECTION 1: SCHOOL BELIEFS

Arrow Heights Elementary has experienced 
a great year together. Our CARES program 
continues to support students in building 
empathy, and caring for the community. Our 
school works together to promote values of 
giving back and helping one another and 
this can be seen on a daily basis at AHE. 
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   The Arrow Heights School Community:   
 

 All Areas Teaching Areas: 
Classrooms, Library, Learning Resource 

Common Areas: 
Hallways, Wet Areas, Coatrooms 

Outside Areas: 
School Yard and Bus/Bus Stops Assemblies and Events 

Cooperation 

 

x Be kind 
x Cooperate  
x Treat others as you want to be treated 
x Compromise 
x Share 
x Be Helpful and considerate 
 

x Work together and share ideas and items 
x Take turns 
x Being a good listener 
x Use inside voices 
x Accept help from others 
x Return items on time 

x Respect others personal space  
x Walk 
x Wait your turn 
x Use your manners 
x Move quietly 
x Use a quiet  voice 
x Remain at your desk during lunch 
x Return equipment 
 

x Take turns  
x Wait for your turn 
x Walk around others games  
x Play fair 
x Help others  
x Include others 
 
On The Bus: 
x Listen to the driver 
x Wait your turn 
x Only take one seat 
 

x Sit still and quiet 
x Raise your hands when appropriate 
x Look at speaker 
x Listen to and follow any instructions 
x Sit in designated area for class 
 

Achievement  

x Always do your best work 
x Make eye contact 
x Be organized 
x Set personal goals 
x Work hard to achieve your goals 

x Pay attention in class 
x Do your personal best 
x Hand work in on time 
x Check your work 
x Listen to instructions 
x Try first before asking for help 
x Concentrate on your work 
x Choose work that challenges you 

x Use the wet area only with permission 
x Keep belongings organized 
x Make healthy food choices 

x Include others  
x Be active during recess and lunch 
x Be on time 
x Listen to all ideas 
 

x Be prepared 
x When presenting speak loudly and clearly 
 

Respect  

x Use manners 
x Ask when using or borrowing things 
x Wear school appropriate clothing 
x Listen carefully 
x Use kind words 
x Use appropriate language 
x Embrace each other’s differences 
x Respect environment by recycling and 

reducing waste 

x Show eye contact to others 
x Wait your turn to speak 
x Speak only when appropriate or called upon 
x Take all items when leaving each area 
x Use all items for their appropriate use 
x Treat books and items with care 
x Keep your Agenda up to date 
 

x Keep personal area tidy 
x Take care of floors and walls 
x Talk softly 
x Stay in line 
x Use appropriate outside entrances 
x Only those who “make it” may “break it” 

x Stay inside the boundaries 
x Keep hands and objects to yourself 
x Be polite  
x Place garbage in containers 
x Follow agreed upon rules 
 

x Applaud at appropriate times 
x Keep your hands & feet to yourself 
x Look at Canada flag during anthem 

 Enthusiasm  

x Arrive on time 
x Show interest and excitement 
x Smile 
x Be positive 

x Show a positive attitude towards learning 
x Join in all activities 
x Show excitement and interest 
x Show eye contact 
x Participate 
x Be proud of your efforts 

x Return to class quickly x Try your best to learn a new game/sport 
x Come in quickly when the bell rings 
x Show good sportsmanship 
 
On The Bus: 
x Wait quietly and follow instructions 
x Sit with new people and make new friends 
 

x Participate when appropriate 
x Send positive energy to presenters 
x Participate in all activities 
 

 
 

Safety 

x Be a buddy, not a bully 
x Play safe 
x Obey boundaries and follow rules 
x Help others in need 
x Wear inside shoes in the school 
x Wash hands regularly 
x Check in at office late or leaving early 
 

x Keep your hands and objects to yourself 
x Sit appropriately and safely 
x Follow all instructions 
x Follow computer use guidelines 
x Wear appropriate clothing/shoes for gym 

x Walk  
x Keep your hands and feet to yourself 
x Move carefully 
x Wipe up spills and messes 
x Walk wheeled equipment on school grounds 
x Use all equipment correctly and safely 
x Walk to the right of the hallways 

x Stay in bounds 
x Stay with class 
x Stay clear of moving items like swings 
x Look out for other people 
x Keep rocks and sticks on the ground 
x Get help when someone is hurt 
 
On The Bus: 
x Remain seated when bus is travelling 
x Stand back at stops 
x Stay in your seat 
x Use luggage racks for packs 
x Face forward  
x Keep feet under your seat 
 

x Keep exits clear 
x Walk to and from assemblies 
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SECTION 2: OUR CLASSES AND  STAFF

AHE staff 
Mme. Tedesco, Principal                    

Ms. Tedesco, Kindergarten 
Mrs. Andrykew, Mrs. Reid, Kindergarten 

Mrs. MacLeod, Miss. Lacroix,  Gr.1                             
Mrs. Vickers, Miss. Lacroix, Gr. 2/3 

Mrs. Uremovich,  Gr. 2/3 
Ms. Leach,  Gr.3/4                                                              

Mrs. Gadbois,  Gr.4/ 5 
Mrs. Thompson, Gr. 6/7    

Ms. Johnson, Mr. Cadegan  Gr 6/7                                                               
 Mrs. Draboczi , Library, French 

Mrs. Just,  Learning Support                                                                     
Mr. Sternloff, Music 

Ms. Penner,  Speech & Language 
Mr. Borthwick, Counsellor 

Mrs. Rollo, Secretary 
Mrs. Irving, Library Clerk 

Mrs Curran , Ms. Ehlers, Ms. Kaler, Mrs. Madlung, 
Mrs. Waterhouse, EA’s 

Mrs. Krug,  Indigenous Ed 
Mr Hill, Mrs P. and Mr. C, Custodian

The 2019-20 school year was a year of 
wonderful staff cohesion and 
collegiality. Our staff is dedicated, hard 
working and puts students first. We also 
had 5 classes that saw remedy and we 
worked with existing staff to support 
these classrooms. We are thankful for 
our camaraderie and truly felt the 
importance of that in what turned out 
to be a third term of great change due 
to the pandemic.   
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SCHOOL LEARNING PLAN USING 
THE SPIRALS OF INQUIRY 
Scanning: (What do we, as staff and community, know 
about our students – their successes and challenges? 
What’s going on for them?)  

• We are focusing on teaching self-assessment 
skills and reflective thinking.

• Students are better able to tell us the what and 
why of the learning.

• Students can sometimes find persevering 
challenging.

• More students also need to work on their 
independent thinking and forming positive 
connections with peers.

Focus: (From what we know, what is the most 
important work we can do to improve the success 
for our students? What key area of learning will we 
focus on?)  

• We will focus on student belonging using common 
language.

• We will take an Assessment for Learning approach, 
encouraging students to take ownership of their 
learning and therefore becoming stronger reflective 
thinkers.

• We will take a collaborative approach to teaching 
reading comprehension focusing on thinking by 
cross checking for primary and making deeper 
connections and inferring for intermediates.

• We will take a collaborative approach to teaching 
writing focusing on main idea and supporting 
details for primary and organization and 
explaining one’s thinking for intermediates.

• We will take a collaborative approach to teaching 
numeracy focusing on conceptual knowledge 
rather than procedural. A more direct 
concentration will be on word walls and 
explaining thinking for all levels. 

Hunch: (What is leading to this situation for our 
learners?)  

It can be challenging for students to find the language to 
explain their thinking as they move from level to level. 
Increasing consistency and providing common language 
and assessment for learning strategies should help 
students to develop greater confidence in themselves 
and a better ability to reflect on their learning.  Fostering 
a sense of belonging in students should also make them 
feel more comfortable and feel more confident to take 
risks and persevere in their learning.

Professional Learning: (Summarize the areas for 
professional learning) 
Social Emotional: Brene Brown 

Reading:  Powerful Understanding- Adrienne Gear
Writing:   6+1 Writing Traits-Ruth Culham
Numeracy:  Building thinking classrooms-Peter Liljedahl, First 
Steps in Math diagnostics 
Assessment- Sandra Herbst 

Taking Action: (Describe the actions that we propose to take related to our inquiry. What will we do more 
of, less of, or do differently to improve outcomes for your students?) 

• Use the write traits kits and continue to share at collaboration 

• Collaborating on lessons in reading, writing and math in relation to the focus

• Continue emphasis on belonging in assemblies to develop higher SEL and belonging

• Focus on great assessment for learning strategies and self reflection with our students
• Using learning support time to work collaboratively

Question: (What will be our driving question?)  

If we take a collaborative approach to teaching and 
learning, explicitly using shared language, will our 
students be able to deepen their ability to 
communicate their learning and reflect more deeply 
while feeling a greater sense of belonging?

    SECTION 3: STUDENT LEARNING and SCHOOL LEARNING PLAN 
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Checking: (Have we made enough of a difference?) 

Baseline evidence
Social Emotional Learning:  MDI 
Reading: PM Benchmarks and Whole Class Reading Assessment, FSA
Writing: School wide write using BC performance standards, FSA
Numeracy: First steps in Math diagnostics tasks, Island Math Assessment (Patterns and Number 
sense) 

LITERACY (READING):   

This year we continued our literacy focus which saw us concentrate our learning and teaching on 
refining and developing skills in reading. We continue to use our targeted literacy time to 
implement  a one to one reading recovery program, determining early on who our struggling 
readers are and what we need to do to support them, build their skills, and give them that sense 
of confidence and success. We know this is key and we continue to move our readers with many 
success stories. It has and continues to be a team effort with our teachers, educational assistants 
and parents supporting students in reading strategies that allow students to become better at 
decoding (the act of reading) and comprehension (understanding what you read). Our Fall and 
Winter Data demonstrates good growth and we anticipated similar gains in Spring. Due to the 
inability to assess during home learning we will revisit in Fall 2020 and meet our students where 
they are at, while continuing with our focus. 
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LITERACY (WRITING):   

At AHE we are continuing to use the writing framework by Ruth Culham, “Write Traits” which 
essentially breaks writing into the 5 areas of meaning (ideas), organization, sentence fluency, 
voice, and conventions). Our focus continues to be meaning and organization as essentially 
without good ideas and their organization, there is little writing! This is an area that we will 
continue to emphasize both in our teaching and for our students as learners. 

READING DATA 2019 WCRA FALL
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NUMERACY:   

Our focus in numeracy continues to zero in on hands on learning opportunities for students. 
Our extra support to students who are missing key understandings has also helped to move 
learning forward in math and to help students become more numerate in working at their grade 
level.  This year we also have consistent grade level data by using the Island Numeracy 
assessment which has allowed teachers to assess where students are at and adjust the teaching 
accordingly. We have also seen improvements in students’ ability to communicate their thinking 
by use of word walls and more explicit teaching of mental math strategies. Numeracy is an area 
that continues to need further teacher professional development in order to help students 
focus less on computational  and more on mathematical thinking. 

FSA LEVELS OF PROFICIENCY FALL 2019
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING:   

Our data suggests that many areas of social emotional learning are being met for our students. 
Our MDI results continue to indicate that our school population is a fortunate one that benefits 
from good eating and sleep habits and from a healthy and supportive home environment. With 
the changes in our world, our focus on social emotional learning has taken on a whole new 
meaning. We are aware that students will be dealing with worries and anxieties more than ever 
before. The focus on creating a sense of belonging now takes on a new meaning. We will need to 
foster even deeper connections for all kids so that they can persevere, engage and feel happy 
and comfortable whilst at school and home in a possible hybrid learning scenario.

2019-20 Grade 7 MDI
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SECTION 4: AHE CARES 

OUR SCHOOL ACTIVITIES, PARENTS AND OUR COMMUNITY PARTNERS 

This was another exciting year at AHE. This year saw wonderful involvement in extra curricular 
activities such as Leadership Club, Christmas Production, FREE 2B,  athletics , breakfast club, 
and other school wide offerings. AHE is also lucky to have so many partner groups with whom 
we work each day. Our PAC has been extremely supportive to the school, with many other 
additional parents as well volunteering their time to support class activities. We also have had 
many community partnerships that continue to enrich our school and bring the real world  to 
our classrooms.  

We know we are lucky to be members of the 
AHE school community. The last term of the year 
has shown us how important a positive school 
culture can be in getting through challenging 
and unfamiliar times of change. We will 
continue to hold each other up and focus on 
our caring relationships with each other so that 
our students can continue to thrive. AHE 
CARES!! 

2019-20 Grade 4 MDI


